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The witty, wily princess, Elizabeth Tudor has survived the turmoil of her formative years, and finally,

is now Queen of England. Rising to the throne on a wave of popularity, Elizabeth is keen to avoid

the mistakes of her siblings, and bring England to a new sense of unity and hope.But in the first two

years of her reign, Elizabeth will be tested as in no other. She is seen as scandalous for her faith

and sex in the courts of Europe. Untested in power and authority, Elizabeth must use all the

weapons at her disposal to survive as a Protestant Queen amongst a sea of Catholic

Kings.Everyone believes that Elizabeth should marry, and marry soon; to secure an heir for the

throne, and to complete her as a woman. But Elizabeth has other ideas... and in the first years of

her reign, there is only one man who reaches her heart... Robin Dudley. As her love for her Master

of Horse grows, Elizabeth is tested; should she abandon her long-held principles and desire never

to marry... or risk all that she holds dear, for love?In the shadowy game of power at the Tudor Court,

Elizabeth will come to know herself better than she ever has done, to be tested in more ways than

she thought possible, and to face the most dangerous enemy of all... her own heart.The Most

Dangerous Enemy is book three of The Elizabeth of England Chronicles, by G. Lawrence.
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Historical Fiction

Most Dangerous Enemy By Gemma Lawrence. The 3. book about Elisabeth 1. of England, this

about the beginning of Elisabeth`s Reign. Beginning after her sister Mary`s reign, starting to deal

with rivals to the Throne, troubles with Scotland and France and troubles between protestants and

Catholics in England. Elisabeth was the first protestant Queen on the Throne of England. Elisabeth

has many decisions to make, she has one true supporter in Robert Dudley, a friend from childhood,

who she can discuss matters with and always have his support, she even considers if she would

have him as a possible husband. Elisabeth wants to rule by herself without any interference from a

husband, we must remember a woman`s role in the Medieval Era, was to please, bare sons, obey a

husband, father, brother, priest ...Elisabeth was wise and intelligent and wnted to rule by herself,

The books shows brilliantly her thoughs about marrige and why she decides to remain The Virgin

Queen. As always it is a pleasure to read Gemma`s books, she has a gift of writing so real that you

as reader feel you are standing in the middle of events, feeling exactly how the characters are

feeling. You feel a part of the historical era the book is playing in a part of the plot - a part of

Elisabeth`s considerations, thoughs and choices of the Path she walks. As always a Pageturner.

You can not wait for the next book. Thank you Gemma.

This is the 3rd volume of a project, I believe, 4 volume book set. The first two deal with Elizabeth l's

childhood and her years under the reign of her brother Edward and her sister Mary. This third book

tells the story of Elizabeth's first two years as queen. There is no question that Ms. Lawrence

research and knowledge of Elizabeth are impeccable and her attention to detail makes the book

extremely interesting. But what makes the book a page turner is the narrative. Even though

Elizabeth l story is well known, the author still makes the reader anxiusly turn the page to find out

what is coming next. These first two years are a love story, I am not very much into love stories but,

this book convinced me that may be I like love stories.Another page turner highly recommended.

Looking forward to next book in the series.

This author has an incredible grasp of the history, religion, and culture surrounding real characters

and events. I can't wait for the next book in the Elizabeth series.

It is an excellent historical fiction of the life of Queen Elizabeth I of England. The author follows the



history and puts in her ideas about the life and love of the Queen. It is a good way to get the history

correct and still get into her life and possible reasons for her various ways in which she was the

second Queen of England (after her sister Queen Mary I had died . really did enjoy reading this

book!

The third in this series a real letdown after the first two. As Elizabeth sorts out her feelings about

marriage we are treated to chapter after chapter about how she is going to avoid her next suitor and

keep her feelings for Robin in check. Struggled through to finish the series and think the third book

could have been condensed into the second with brevity and we would have gotten the point.

I truly loved this book. It was so well written. You really did feel like you were in the head of

Elizabeth I. I would recommend this to anyone who loves Tudor stories, but even if you don't, I think

you'd like it.

There are several different stories of the Queen Elizabeth 1, and this is one of them. It is well written

and well read. Looking forward to the next one from G. Lawrence.

In the beginning, I was bored, however please perservere, this is an interesting book. Written in the

first person. I liked it.
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